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Describing the impact of health research: a Research Impact Framework

Note to editorial team on options for online formatting:
Option 1 - include main level headings in left outline panel/nav. bar + include sub-headings as expandable lists below main headings
Option 2 - include only main level headings in outline panel/nav. bar

Heading level outline of manuscript
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Methods
Results: the Research Impact Framework
I. Research-related impacts
   Type of problem/ knowledge addressed
   Research methods
   Publications and papers
   Products, patents and translatability potential
   Research networks and user involvement
   Research leadership
   Research system management
   Communication
II. Policy impacts
   Level of policy-making
   Type of policy
   Nature of policy influence
   Policy networks
   Political capital
III. Service impacts
   Type of services
   Evidence-based practice
   Quality of care
   Information systems
   Health systems and services management
   Cost-containment and cost effectiveness
IV. Societal impacts
   Knowledge, attitude and behaviour impacts
   Health literacy
   Health status
   Equity and human rights
   Macroeconomic/ related to the economy
   Social capital and empowerment
   Culture and art
   Sustainable development
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